
Robert Smith 
Card Dealer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To become a valuable member of your team, utilizing and expanding my 
skills and training in the medical field as a medical assistant. I pride myself 
on helping others reaching out to help the community in any way needed.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Card Dealer
ABC Corporation -   June 1998 – May 2001 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for handling both currency &amp; gaming chips.
 Mentored and trained new dealers on the proper procedure and 

techniques for dealing with various table games.
 Initiated and improved guest relations by enhancing the overall guest 

experience in addition to delivering outstanding levels of hospitality. 
Provided prompt, accurate, and courteous service to players, utilizing 
the highest degree of technical skill in dealing with any table game.

 Processed all cash and maintains proper handling and accounting for 
assigned property items.

 Demonstrated proficiency in dealing blackjack, high limit baccarat, pai 
gow, roulette, and various other games. Took payments and registering 
players for the nights card game.
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Card Dealer
Delta Corporation -   2010 – 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Maintained excellent customer service, cash handling, follow gaming 
protocol and procedures, and have full knowledge of games dealt. 
Breaks down, counts and verifies chips for table game fills and credits 
on assigned table.

 Performs all other job related duties as assigned within the scope of 
work. Pay winnings or collect from losses.

 Manage the black jack gaming table and distribute appropriate number 
of cards to players.

 Manage gambling tables including dice, roulette, cards and keno and 
provide instructions to players as needed.

 Currency exchange for chips or money.
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Education

High School Or Equivalent - 2007(West Deleware High School - 
Manchester, IA)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service, Guest
Service, Customer 
Relations.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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